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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1954, Hermann [6] developed an explicit Hecke theory over totally 
real fields by using ideal numbers. For a field of class number h, he intro- 
duced modular forms which were actually vectors of h different functions. 
Recently, persons have studied modular forms over totally complex fields 
(Goldfeld et al. [2]) or over arbitrary number fields (Stark [8]) with h = 1. 
When h > 1, however, complications arise. This paper will develop the tools 
of Hecke theory for study of modular forms over arbitrary number fields 
when h> 1. 
Section 2 introduces ideal numbers following Hecke [S]. Section 3 
defines the appropriate upper half space and the action of matrix operators. 
In Section 4, we define the notion of a vector modular form, with the 
crucial point being the introduction of h-length vectors, with h-length 
vectors of matrix operators. These ideas follow Hermann [6]. Section 5 
describes Hecke operators, and their effect on the Fourier expansion. 
Section 6 outlines the theory of Dirichlet series, their Euler products, and 
functional equations. In Section 7, we describe the Petersson inner product 
and prove the self adjointness of the Hecke operators. Section 8 contains 
the main theorem. Intuitively, one might suspect that ideal numbers are 
unnecessary-the principal elements should suffice. In Section 8, we show 
the principal component of a vector modular form and its action under 
“principal” Hecke operators do determine the entire form. Throughout the 
paper, we illustrate the general theory with examples of Eisenstein series 
over Q(a). These concrete examples demonstrate the value of this 
approach to obtain results analogous to the classical Eisenstein series. 
It is well known that an adelic version of Hecke theory exists over any 
number field. For instance, Weil outlines an adelic approach, saying 
“technical difficulties arose when the number of ideal classes is greater than 
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one; . . . the language and notation of the classical theory become inade- 
quate.” But Weil does not reject the classical approach; he continues “one 
ought . . . to revert sometimes to a more traditional treatment” [ll, p. 23. 
A classical treatment in the nonunit class number case does not seem to be 
available. This paper follows an explicit approach which emphasizes the 
analogy with the classical calculations. 
2. IDEAL NUMBERS 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n, with K(j) the jth 
conjugate of K. For convenience, we renumber the conjugates so that 
K”‘, 1 <j<r,, are the real embeddings of K, and K(j) = K(j+‘l), 
rl + 1 <j < r-i + r2, are the complex embeddings of K. Let O(K) be the ring 
of integers of K, U the unit group, and D the different. The ideal class 
group is finite of order h. Let [a] be the ideal class of any ideal a. 
Hecke [4] explicitly constructed a set Z of ideal numbers over K. Fix 
representatives (b, , . . . . b,} whose ideal classes give a basis for the ideal 
class group. For i= 1, . . . . z, let hi > 0 be the least integer such that b! = (gi) 
is principal for some ai E K. We can in fact choose the bi to be prime ideals 
with each ai totally positive. Define the ideal number bi associated to the 
ideal bi by bi = g!‘hi and the jth conjugate by by) = (6y))‘ih8, j = 1, . . . . n. One 
must fix some branch of the h,th root of unity, which most conveniently is 
chosen to be positive on the positive real axis. 
Each ideal class contains a unique ideal of the form b = n;= 1 bp with 
0 <pi< hi. We associate an ideal number b to the ideal b by setting 
b= ni=, bp! Define K[b] = K[b] = (kb(kEK}. Hecke defined the set of 
ideal numbers Z as the union of the K[b] over all ideal classes [b]. Any 
ideal number a E Z has an associated ideal of K. Specifically, if 
a=k i br, 
i=l 
then its associated ideal in K is 
(a) = (k) i bp. 
i=l 
Define the ideal class of an ideal number a by [a J = [(a)]. Let 
O[a] = O[(a)], and let O(Z) be the set of integral elements of Z. In fact, 
an ideal number a is integral if and only if its associated ideal (a) is 
integral. The unit group U for O(K) is still the set of units in Z. 
For each ideal class [a], the set K[a] inherits the additive group struc- 
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ture of K. One cannot, however, add ideal numbers which belong to 
different sets K[a]. One can only add elements which are associated to the 
same ideal class. This restriction on addition is responsible for the h-length 
vectors we will consider soon. 
The set of ideal numbers 2 inherits the multiplicative properties of 
ideals, in particular, unique factorization into prime elements and the for- 
mation of greatest common divisors. One can show (see Hermann [6] or 
Hecke [4]) that the usual properties of congruences are valid in Z. For 
instance, whenever the greatest common divisor (a, b) = c then there exist 
ideal numbers m, m’ E O(Z) such that am + bm’ = c. 
An example may clarify the concept of ideal numbers. Consider 
K = Q(m) which has class number h = 3. A basis for the ring of 
integers is [l, w] where o = (1 + ,/%)/2. The ideal (2) splits into two 
prime ideals pz = [2, o] and ii2 = [2, c;i]. Since the ideal class group is 
cyclic, the basis has only a single element, which we may choose as the 
ideal class of p2 = [2,0]. One can verify that pi = (1 + w) is a principal 
ideal. Define an ideal number associated to the ideal pz by n, = (1 + o)‘13 
for some fixed branch of the cube root. All other ideal numbers can be 
defined in terms of n2, An integral ideal number belongs to one of the three 
sets 
or1 I= OWJ=)), O[n*l= {J%IkEP;‘), 
or O[?$ = {k7c;‘(kEp2). 
Let ji2=2/nz, rc,=on,/2, il,=ti/n,, zr3= (4+0)x*/2, and n13 = 
(4+w)/nz. Then 7r2E2=2, a,il,=3, and x,,7?,3=13; also (z3) and (E,) 
are the prime ideals over the ideal (3), and (nlj) and (E,3) are the 
prime ideals over (13). In this manner, one can construct ideal numbers 
corresponding to every ideal in O(K). 
3. MATRIX ACTION AND THE UPPER HALF SPACE 
We first construct the upper half space. Let H, = (x + yk ) x E R, y > 0} 
and H, = {x + y k 1 x E C, y > 0) where k is the usual quaternion element 
satisfying k2 = - 1 and ik = - ki. Thus, H, is the usual upper half plane 
and H, is isomorphic to Poincare three-space. It is well known that 
GL + (2, W) acts on Hi via 
(uz + b)(cz + d)-’ m”‘, 
where m = ad- bc. The factors of rn’l’ are of course supertluous because of 
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commutativity. For a matrix of negative determinant, however, the factors 
of ml’* take advantage of the anti-commutativity of i and k to give a well- 
defined action for all of GL(2, R) on our unorthodox choice of upper half 
plane. For instance, with our choice of action and of upper half plane, 
( ) ; “, (z)= -5. 
This example is a very important operator on modular forms, normally 
defined without matrix notation (see Atkin and Lehner [O]). 
With the factors of ml’* included, this is also a well-defined action of 
GL(2, C) on H,. If (T ~;)EGL(~,@) and z=x+ykEH,, then 
a b ( > c d (z)=(aE~z~*+adx+bE++bd)lcz+d~-’ 
+y (ad-&( (cz+d(-2k. 
We define our upper half space to be H = H;1 x Hy, where r, and r2 are 
the number of real and imaginary embeddings of K. We embed 
GL(2, O(Z)) -+ GL(2, R)r’ x GL(2, C)” 
by mapping 
A= E GL(Z O(Z)) b (A 
But not every such matrix will interest us. We desire that our matrices have 
determinants, so ad- bc must be a well-defined ideal number; thus 
[ad] = [bc] or [a/c] = [b/d]. Define the set of matrices r(m, a, b) of 
determinant m with initial class [a] and ratio [b] by 
r(m, a, b) = 
be O[ma-lb], ce O[ab-‘1, de O[ma-‘1 . 
Now we want to define an action of r(m, a, b) on H. If 
A = (A(j’)y_+,‘2 E Qm, a, b) and z = (z~);‘=‘;“E H, let A act on z by 
A(z) = (A”)(z,)). Unfortunately, unless A consists only of principal 
elements, A will not necessarily preserve H. The real conjugate components 
of A may twist the rl factors of H, in H. 
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Fortunately, one can control this twisting. Suppose we consider a real 
conjugate K(j), 1 < j 6 ri. If [a] is any ideal class and m, m’EO(Kfi)[a]) 
are two ideal numbers in the same class, then m/lml = +m’/lm’( and 
(m/lml)2h = 1. In other words, for a real conjugate of K, each ideal class has 
an associated (2h)th root of unity modulo _+ 1. If [a] = [JJt= 1 bpl], define 
a root of unity 
Using the assumption that the ai are totally positive, one can verify that 
tj[a] tj[b] = C[ab] and tj[a] tj[a-‘] = 1. For the complex conjugate 
fields K(j), r, + 1 <j<r, + rz, let tj[a] = 1. 
For each ideal class [a], consider the “twisted” H[a]. For z = (zi) = 
(.Y~+~~~)~=+~‘*EH, let z[a] =(~~[a]) where 
Then H[a] = {z[a] 1 z E H} sits inside H;1+ rz, and is isomorphic to H except 
that the first rl components of H[a] have been rotated by the (2h)th 
roots of unity lj[a]. One can verify that r(m, a, b) sends H[m-‘a’b] to 
H[b]. If ZEH and A ~T(rn, a, b), we will say that A(z) = z’ if 
A(z[m-‘a’b]) =z’[b] for some z’EH. Once we adopt this convention we 
need never mention the roots of unity tj nor the twisted H spaces again. 
We have a well-defined action of r(m, a, b) on H. 
Suppose that A * = (z 5;) E r(m, a, b) and A *’ = ($ I;:) E r(m’, a’, b’). 
Because of the restriction on addition in Z, A*A*’ is a well-defined matrix 
product only if [b’] = [ma-‘b] in which case A*A*’ is in T(mm’, aa’, b). 
This suggests that we index a vector of matrices by the ideal classes [b]. 
For a determinant m and an initial class [a], define a vector of h matrices 
A = (A*[b]), one matrix A*[b] ~T(rn, a, b) for each ideal class [b]. 
Let r(m, a) be the set of all formal operator sums of vectors of matrices 
A=(A*[b]). If A=(A*[b])cT(m,a) and A’=(A*‘[b])er(m’,a’), 
we define the product AA’= A” = (A*“[b]) by setting A*“[:] = 
A*[b] A*‘[ma-‘b]. We saw already that this is the only well-defined 
product. This multiplication extends by distributivity to formal sums of 
operators. One can now verify that T(m, a) T(m’, a’) c T(mm’, aa’). 
Let r= r( 1, 1). Our modular forms will be invariant under r’. Thus, it 
is convenient to define equivalence of vector matrix operators modulo r. If 
A and A’ are in r(m, a), we say that A z A’ whenever A = BA’ for some 
BE K We extend this to formal sums by saying that A, + A, = A; + A; 
whenever A, = A; and A,= A;. 
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Throughout this paper, we will denote the usual absolute value of a com- 
plex or quaternionic number z by IzJ. If z = (.zj)Jcp is an (rr + r,)-tuple of 
complex or quaternionic numbers, we will let 
llzjll = lzjl for l<j<r, 
and 
llzjll = Izj12 for r,+1GjGr,+r2. 
The “norm” of z = (zj)J’=‘,” is defined by 
r1 +r2 
N(z) = n llzjll. 
j=l 
The trace is given by 
tr(z) = 2 zj+ “r (zj+ Tj). 
j- 1 j=q+l 
These definitions coincide with the usual definitions of norms and traces of 
elements in K. 
4. VECTOR MODULAR FORMS 
We first discuss an automorphy factor for our modular forms. Fix 
rational integers no, n, , and w, with n, and w  even. Let J be a continuous 
function 
J: GL(2,O(Z)) x H --, GL(n,, C) 
satisfying these properties: 
(1) J(AlA2, z) =J(A1, As) J(A,, z). 
(2) F0r.a fixed positive definite real symmetric matrix P, 
‘J(A, PJ(A, z) = N( Jdet Al -’ Jcz + dl’)“O P. 
(3) J(A, z) = I whenever A = (: “,). 
(4) J(A, z) = I whenever A = (A t). 
(5) J(A, z) is a diagonal matrix whenever A = (A “,). 
In other words, for a diagonal matrix A, J(A, z) is a diagonal matrix 
depending only on the diagonal entries and not on z. For any ideal number 
d, let J(d) = J((h “,), z). 
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(6) J(qw)=J((h $),t)=lfor all units tfet.J. 
(7) J((y )I), yk) = N(y)“O J((y )I), k) where 1’ = (yi)J(_+lr2~ 
((W+)‘l+rZ. 
Combining the first and fifth properties, one verifies that for any two 
ideal numbers c and d, J(c)J(d)=J(cd) and J(d-‘)=J(d)-‘. 
There are several interesting candidates for J. One can set 
J(A, z) = N((det A)-“’ (cz + d))“O as in Hermann [6]. But this will 
generally only work for totally real fields. For complex quadratic fields, 
one should proceed as in Goldfeld et al. [Z]. Set J(A, z) = 
p((det A)-“’ (cz + d)) where A E GL(2, O(Z)) and z E I-I,. The representa- 
tion p is the n,-fold symmetric product representation of the quaternions. 
(We will define this shortly). The appropriate w  in property (6) is just the 
number of roots of unity in K. 
Let f be a differentiable function of ZEH with range being the space of 
n,-length complex-valued vectors. We say that f is a [b] component of a 
vector modular form with automorphy factor J, unit character x, and 
Fourier expansion system W, if 
(1) ,f is “bounded near infinity,” that is, bounded on a subset 
H(Y)={z~H[z=(z~)=(.~~+y,k) withy,>Y>Oforj=l,...,r,+r,}; 
(2) f((z, b) ( A = f(z, b) for all A E r( 1, 1, b); 
(3) f(z.b)l(A ~)=x(v)f(z,b) for all VEU; 
(4) f has a Fourier expansion, specifically, 
f(z, b) = C c(i, b) N(.Y)“~ + C’ x(b) I c(b) WIIby II) 4b.G). 
i be O[db] 
Certainly we must define all of these notations. The second condition 
involves the slash operator which is defined the same as the classical 
slash: f(z, b) ( A = J(A, z)-’ f(Az, b), for any A E GL(2,O(Z)) and z E H. 
If A is a formal sum of matrix operators ‘xi Ai, this means that 
Cif(z, b) 1 Ai = Ci J(A,, z)-’ f(Aiz, b). The first property of the 
automorphy factor J guarantees that (f(z, b) 1 A,) ( A, =f(z, b) 1 (A,, AZ). 
We also want our forms to have a Fourier expansion. If f is a [b] 
component of a vector modular form, then 
f(z, b) / (i i)=f(z, b) for all bEO[b-‘1. 
By definition of the different D, if 6 E O(Z) is a generator of D, i.e., if 
(8) = D, then D-’ = (6-‘O(Z)) A K is the dual lattice to O(K) with respect 
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to the trace. From this one can verify that (d-lo(Z)) n K[b] is the dual 
lattice to O[b-‘1. Thus, we expect a Fourier expansion in terms of 
(6-l) O[Sb]. 
In condition (4), the indices i in the first summation run over a fixed 
finite index set, the c(i, b) are n,-length complex constant vectors, and the 
si are distinct complex numbers. The prime on the second summation 
means that one drops the b = 0 term, and e(x) = exp(2ni tr(x)}. W(y) is an 
n,-length vector of complex-valued functions depending on r, + r2 positive 
real variables, and the c(b) are n, x n, diagonal complex constant matrices. 
To guarantee convergence, we assume that each diagonal entry of c(b) has 
a polynomial growth bound, and that each component of W(y) decays 
exponentially fast. 
The factors of J and x are introduced in the Fourier expansion so the 
coeffkients c(b) will be defined for the ideal (b) and not just for the ideal 
number b. The x is any quadratic character on the unit group. Since 
for any q EU, the usual sums and orthogonality relations allow us to 
decompose any f satisfying properties (1) and (2) into the sum of functions 
satisfying property (3) f(z, b) ( (A i) = x(r) f (z, b) for the different quadratic 
characters 2 on the unit group. For the Fourier expansion, we need to 
extend x to be a character on all of O(Z). To do this, choose a generator 
71 E O(Z) for each prime ideal (z). Call this generator “positive.” Any 
integer b E O(Z) factors uniquely as b = VX+~ where q is the unit and 
each 7ci is a “positive” prime element; set X(b) =x(q). One can now verify 
with a simple change of variable that c(b) = c(qb) for any unit q. In other 
words, c(b) is defined for the ideal (b) independently of the choice of 
generator. 
We are now ready to define vector modular forms. For each ideal class 
[b], let f(z, b) be a [b] component of a vector modular form, i.e., 
satisfying the properties above. We define a vector modular form F(z) to be 
the h-length vector (f(z, b)), one component for each ideal class [b]. For 
A = (A[b]) E T(m, a), let F(z)!,4 be the vector form (g(z, b)) where 
gk b) =f(z, m -‘a2b) ( A[m-‘a’b]. This defines a vector slash operator 
which both modifies and permutes the components of a vector modular 
form. One can easily verify that (F(z)lA,)IA, = F(z)! (A,A,) and that 
F(z) 1 A = F(z) for A E IY 
Let E be any character of the ideal class group. As we did with the unit 
character x, so we can decompose the set of all modular forms into the 
direct sum of forms satisfying F(z) ) C(a) = .$a)F(z) for all [a], C(a) E r( 1, a). 
One uses the standard sums F(z, E)= (l/h) XI-.] E(a) F(z)1 C(a) and the 
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orthogonality relations C, s(a) = h if [a] = Cl], zero otherwise, to obtain the 
direct sum decomposition. 
DEFINITION. F is a vector modular form with automorphy factor J, 
ideal class character E, quadratic unit group character x, and Fourier 
expansion function W, if F(z)= (f(z, b)) is an h-length vector of 
components f(z, b) satisfying the four conditions above, and if 
F(z) ( C(a) = e(a) F(z) for all [a], C(a)E r(l, a). We denote the Fourier 
coefficients of F by the shorthand {c(i, a); c(b)}, where the index i goes 
through the fixed index set, a goes through all ideal classes, and the b are 
all nonzero integral ideal numbers in Z. We denote the set of such F by 
M= M(J, E, x, W). 
An example may clarify these definitions. Again we consider the field 
K = Q(a) with class number 3. 
For the multiplier system, we will use the n,-fold symmetric product 
representation of the quaternions. For a complex matrix A = (f f;) and 
variables (e, f), define the n,-fold symmetric product A(“” to be the 
(no + 1) x (no + 1) matrix given by 
) where 
Consider a quaternion z = x + yk with x, y E @. Let p(z) = ( :.V ;) be the 
usual representation of the quaternions in GL(2, C). We will set 
P& + yk) = W + yk)) (no) Then p,(rz)=Pp,(z) for any rE R. It is . 
easy to calculate pno and ~“1’; for instance, when n, = 2, 
x2 
1 
-2.fy y2 
x? b12-lY12 P?~X+Yk)=JxJz+/1.)2 y* 
( 
-XY 
2.q x2 1 
Assume that n, is even. Then J(( z f;), z) = p,( (ad- bc) ~ ‘I2 (cz + d)) for 
z EH, is an automorphy factor satisfying the desired properties. The real 
symmetric matrix P is the 3 x 3 diagonal matrix diag( 1,2, 1). 
As an example of a vector modular form, we can construct Eisenstein 
series. Actually, our Eisenstein series will have components which are 
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matrix functions rather than vector functions; but this is no loss, because 
one can always postmultiply by a fixed vector, or more simply take only 
one column of these matrix functions to get a vector function (see Goldfeld 
et al. [2]). 
Eisenstein series over Q(a) are defined as usual; for a complex 
variable S, and for ideal classes [a J and [b], define 
E*(z, s, a, b) = 1’ p;‘(cz + d) 
csO[a-j (N :?J 
deO[b] 
Here the prime on the .summation means that one eliminates the 
(c, d) = (0,O) term, and the absolute value is the usual quaternionic 
distance. The norm means the product of the conjugates; for a complex 
quadratic field, N(x) = 1~1~. Now for A E r(l, a’, a-lb), one finds that 
E*(z, S, a, b)) A = E*(z, s, aa’, ba’-‘). Let E(z, S) be the h-length vector 
(E*(z, s, a-l, l)), each E*(z, s, a-l, 1) being an [a] component of the 
vector modular form. Consider a character E of the ideal class group, and 
define 
E(z, s, E) = 5 1 E(b) E(z, s) 1 C(b) = (i 1 E(b) E*(z, s, a-lb, b)). 
Cbl Lb1 
Then E(z,s,s)I((h ?,))=(-l)“g12E( z, s, E), so E has unit character x 
where x is trivial for n, z 0 mod 4 and 1 is the Signum character for n z 2 
mod 4. 
The principal component of E(z, s, E) can be written without recourse to 
ideal numbers. For simplicity, assume no = 0 mod 4. Then 
E(z,s,s)[l] =f c’ p,‘(cz+d) 
c.ds O(K) (N :?d,‘) 
+fE(p,) C’-, I%++4 
4EP* 
(N ~~Y+)dl,)I~-‘~P~‘(~2) 
This seems to depend on the ideal number x2, but changing the repre- 
sentative for 7r2 is equivalent to changing the character E. We will note later 
in Section 8 that the principal component can always be written without 
explicit reference to ideal numbers. 
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The Fourier expansion system W( Ilyll, ) s can be evaluated explicitly in 
terms of K-Bessel functions. When n, = 2, if one sets w  = 471 1 ~+fi, 
WIIYII, s) = 
_7&+ 
23 2’Z7s + 2) 
! 
Ks- l(w) -2iKJw) -Ks+ I(W) 
X iK,(w) KS- I(w) - (2/w) K,(w) + KS+ I(w) -iK,(w) . 
-K.x+~(w) 2iK,(w) K,y- l(w) 
Another paper (Styer [lo]) gives more details about Eistenstein series. 
5. HECKE OPERATORS 
In order to construct Hecke operators over totally real number fields, 
Hermann [6] discussed left coset and double coset representatives of 
r(m, 1) mod ZY We could essentially copy his proofs to construct Hecke 
operators over arbitrary number fields. We will, however, adopt a more 
constructive approach which emphasizes the analogy with the classical 
case. 
First we construct some special matrix operators. Fix a set of integral 
ideal numbers {a} relatively prime to any desired ideals, one element cx for 
each ideal class. Let jk = m and take u E O[jJ. Then (t 7) E r(m, k, a). 
Let ((i 7)) be the h-length vector of matrices (i q), one matrix for each 
ideal class [IX]. Then ((“, 7)) E r(m, k). We also choose a representative 
C(k) E r(l, k-l). Since r(l, k-‘) = r(l, l)r(l, k-l), any two such 
representatives are equivalent. 
We now define the Hecke operator. For m E O(Z), let 
kj = m  US OCil 
T(m) is of course an h-length vector (T(m, a)) where each T(m, a) is a sum 
of matrices belonging to r(m, 1, a). The normalization constants before the 
summation guarantee that the Hecke operator T(m) is defined for the ideal 
(m) independently of the choice of generator. The following lemma 
contains useful identities. 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) C(a) C(b) z C(ab). 
tb) ((i E))A=A((i ok)) for any vector matrix operator A. 
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(c) ((0” ;))((t r:))-((“,F k”‘t.““)), where CPI=Ck-‘A. 
td) Jdj (: y)= .,& (E “;:‘) 
UPOlil u' E Orj'] 
if (k) = (k’), kj= k’j’, and [a] = [cl’] with (~a’, j) = 1. 
Proof. The proofs of (a-c) are straightforward, while (d) requires 
tedious but trivial justification. We will not write out the details, but merely 
note that (d) shows that T(m) is well defined independently of the choices 
of the c(, k, and u terms. 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) T(w) = T(m) for all qeU, mEO(Z). 
(b) T(m) C(b) z C(b) T(m) for any [b]. 
(c) T(q) T(m,) z c N(k)-’ E(k) T(mp,k-*). 
(k) 
k1Cm.w) 
ProoJ: The first statement is trivial. The second says that T(m) is com- 
posed of left coset representatives. The proof is tedious but exactly 
analogous to the classical calculations. One must, however, work with each 
component T(m, a) individually, since each component of C(b) permutes 
the matrix sum differently. The proof of (c) is exactly analogous to the 
classical case; one first considers the case when (m,, m,) = 1, then the case 
when m, and m2 are pure prime powers, and finally the general case. For 
a detailed proof of this theorem, see Styer [9]. 
We now consider the effect of the Hecke operators on the Fourier 
coefficients. 
THEOREM 2. Let FE A4 have a Fourier coefficient system (c(i, a); c(b)}. 
Then F(z) 1 T(m) has a Fourier coefficient system (d(i, a); d(b)} wh&e 
d(i, a) = 1 N(k2rn-1)“1N(k)-’ j(m) J(m- 
(k) 
‘k*) E(k)} c( i, a) 
klm 
and 
d(b) = 1 N(k)-’ c(bmk-*). 
(k) 
kl(hm) 
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ProoJ: One must consider each component f(z, b) of F separately, and 
keep track of the way T(m) permutes these components. Otherwise, the 
proof is standard; see Gunning [3]. 
We note that F(z)1 (A t))=J(n)-’ F(~]-“‘zK”~)=x(~) F(z). In par- 
ticular, J(q)-’ c(i, a)=X(q) c(i, a) and x is a quadratic character so 
J($) c(i, a) = c(i, a). Thus, the sum over (k) which is given for d(i, a) is 
defined independently of the generator of (k). 
This theorem has an obvious corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that F(z) ) T(m) = y(m) F(z) for some complex 
constant y(m). Then y(m) c( 1) = c(m). 
This corollary suggests the following definition. 
DEFINITION. F is a normalized eigenform for T(m) if there exists a 
complex constant y(m) such that F(z)/ T(m) = y(m) F(z) and if c(l) is a 
diagonal matrix of zeroes and ones. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that F is a normalized eigenform ,for every 
Hecke operator T(m). Then 
c(m,)ch)= C N(k)-’ E(k) c(m,m,k-‘). 
(k) 
kl(m1.w) 
We illustrate this section by returning to our example of Eisenstein series 
over Q!(m). Standard computations give the effect of the Hecke 
operators on the Eisenstein series: 
For details, see Styer [lo]. Here D(m, s, E) = CC,, E(C) p;‘(c) N(c)” is 
analogous to the classical divisor function. Each column vector of E is mul- 
tiplied by a single entry of the diagonal matrix in braces, so each column 
is an eigenform of the Hecke operators, with eigenvalue the corresponding 
diagonal entry. 
6. DIRICHLET SERIES 
Suppose that FE 44, with Fourier coefficients { c(i, a); c(b)} and charac- 
ter E on the ideal class group, is a normalized eigenform for all the Hecke 
operators. Thus, F(z) ( T(m) = y(m) F(Z) for constants y(m). Let u(b) be any 
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totally multiplicative function with a polynomial growth bound defined for 
all nonzero ideals (b). We define a Dirichlet series d(x, u) by 
d(s, u) = c’ c(b) u(b) N(b)-“. 
(b) 
The prime over the summation indicates that one must remove the b = 0 
term. This converges if s(s) is large enough. Using Corollary 2, we get an 
Euler product 
4 u)= I-I 
(n)prime 
Standard methods (see Hermann [6] or Hecke [4]) allow us to derive 
the Dirichlet series from the Mellin transform of F. Let f(z, a) be the [a] 
component of F with 
fbk a) = c 46 a) N(Y)“‘+ c’ XW J(b) 44 Wllbrll). 
I beO[da] 
By the sixth property of the automorphy factor J, f( y (lqw (1 k, a) = f( y k, a) 
for all units q. After several variable changes, we will use this property to 
introduce periodicity. 
The problem, as usual, is that the Fourier series forfis summed over all 
integers, whereas the Dirichlet series is summed over ideals. To remove the 
dependence on units, we must consider the regulator matrix. Let <, q, , . . . . qI 
be a basis for the unit group U, where 5 is an w,th root of unity and 
r = rl + r2 - 1. Let u be a positive real variable and xP, 1 < p < r, be real 
variables, and set 
IIrill = lbll’/“exp w i x,log ll~~)ll for l<j<r,+r,. 
p=l 
Then 
where 
. . . w  log ((q(q , 
A= . . 
.-. w  log I(~~l+rz)l( 
Hered,= if l<j<r, anddi=2ifr,+1<jirr,+r2. 
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Let 
for 1 <p<rl and 1 <j<r, +r,. 
Then det A = w’R where R is the regulator of the field K. Also, u = N(J*) 
and 
xp = 1 el(’ log liujjl. 
j=l 
Let 
f( #,x1, . . . . x,)=f(yk,a)-x~(i,a)N(y)“~ 
Sincefb llVllk~a)=f(~ka) and ew{~C,m,log Ih,llI =I& IIrl;Ilmpfor 
mp E Z, 16 p < r, one sees that f (u, x, , . . . . x,) is periodic with period one in 
the xp variables. For r-tuple of integers (m,) E Z, define 
f(u,m, ,..., rn,,=f~:12.--CI~,*/(U,XI,...,x.) 
x exp -2ni c mpxp dx, ... dx,. 
P 
Any unit can be written as q = <“qf’ ... qp where 5 is an w,th root of 
unity. Let U” be the set of all units of the form (qf’ ... I]:)“‘. Then any 
b E O(Z) may be written as b = boqoq where b, is any fixed generator of the 
ideal (b), qO comes from a fixed set of representatives of U modulo U”, and 
q E U”. Using the Fourier expansion off, we get 
f(u, ml, . . . . m,)= C 1 1 gl” 
(b,,) 70 ~EU” -II2 
...jyy,2 X(baAJ(b,rl,) c(bJ 
x W Ilbwll lI~li”ll ev w 1 x, 1% llflpII ( i P 
x exp 
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One verifies in the usual manner that 
f(u, ml, . . . . 
x W Ilboqoll IIu~~~II exp w 1 xp log lh,ll 
( i P I) 
x exp -2n:ixm,x, dx,.-.dx,. 
P i 
Thus, we have essentially removed the dependence on the infinite unit 
group. 
We take the Mellin transform of f (u, m, , . . . . m,) to obtain a Dirichlet 
series 
I 
00 du 
0 
u'f(u, ml, . . . . m,); 
= c c Jrn Jo; (bo)rlo 0 -O” . . . J_s, U”X(bo?o) .w vo) c(bo) 
x W II~ortoll IIul’“ll exp w C x, log Ih,ll 
( { P I) 
x exp 
We now substitute JJj (d IIyjll/llyjll) for dx, --. dx,(du/u). The Jacobian of 
this transformation is (w’R) -I. Thus, the above equals 
Substitute l\Yjll for Ilbo~oyjll, 1 <j<rl + r2. One gets 
2) x(~o) J(bo) c(bo) Wo)-" C xbo) J(vo) 
VO 
x exp 
I 
2ni C mp 1 ey) log )Ib,r],ll 
P i > 
1 O” x- 
s I 
. . . 
w'R 0 O” WY)” WIIYII) 0 
x exp 
{ 
-27ciCmpCe~)log llyjll nm. 
P i 1 j  IlYjll 
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Let 
A(b) = I(b, m,, . . . . m,) = exp 
i 
2rrri C mp 1 ek’ log /lb(jljl . 
P i I 
This is a Grossencharakter of the third kind; it is multiplicative in b 
and if b=q”’ for a unit u, then A(q”‘)= 1. Now one can show that 
C,,, x(q,) J(q,,) n(q,) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are 
zeroes except those entries where xJ1 acts trivially on the units. (Here 
(~Ji)(q) is defined to be ~(7) J(q) n(q).) In other words, the sum equals 
wowr,u(~JA) where ,u(xJA) is a diagonal matrix of zeroes and ones. 
Define 
x exp 
i 
-2niCm,CeF’log I(yilI yz. 
P / 1 I 
Also let 
WC a, xJ1) = 1 x(b) J(b) I(b) AxJA) c(b) N(b)?. 
(b) 
bcO[da] 
Then the Mellin transform off(u, m,, . . . . m,) equals D(s, a, xJA) V(s, A). Set 
d(s, xJ1) = c D(s, a, xJ1). 
Cal 
Then d(s, xJ1) is the same as the d(s, u) defined at the beginning of this 
section, with u = ,u(xJA)xJA, and hence it has an Euler product. 
The derivation of the Dirichlet series from the Mellin transform allows 
us to determine the functional equation. One can verify, using the seventh 
property of the automorphy factor J, that 
=Ga)f(yk, a-‘) 
Also the transformation of each yi to l/yj is equivalent to the transforma- 
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tion of u to l/u and each x, to -x,. Then the usual manipulations show 
that 
s 
00 du 
= q-(UP ml, *a*, 4) ; 
-;: u-s[“:,,...sf’:,, NonoJ((~ i’), k) 44 
x 
[ 
f(yk, a-‘)-c c(i, a-‘) N(y)“’ 
i 1 
xexp 2nixm,x, ! du dx,-..dx,; c P 
+py2 . 
1 - l/2 
-c 46 a) W 
-~~~,2[W)“oJ((~ O1),k)&O~e(i,a-l)N(p)‘. 
)-“]exp{2ni~m,x,)dx,-.-dx~~ 
P 
1 
Consider the middle of the three terms in this last expression. Recalling 
that u = N(y), one verifies that this term becomes 
[J((y il), k)E(a)Tj: u-s+no+st$c(&avl) 
-C jm u-‘-“~ c(i, a)] 
i l 
x51/:2...Sf!~,2exp12=iCm,x,~dx,...dx,. 
P 
Now j;” ubp(du/u) = l/p for p > 0. The integral over the x, is zero unless 
m,=m,= . . . = m, = 0, that is, ;1= 1. Thus, the middle term is nonzero 
only if A = 1, in which case it equals 
-J((y ul),k)&(a)~~~~~~~i-~~- 
This of course tells us the poles of the Dirichlet series. 
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Replacing xp by -x, changes I to X. The above gives the functional 
equation: 
THEOREM 3. D(s, a, xJA) V(s, A)=J((y ;‘), k) &(a) D(n,--s, a-‘, xJA) 
V(n, -s, 1). 
7. PETERSON INNER PRODUCT 
Consider any integral ideal b in O(K). Choose a fundamental domain 
D(b) of H under the action of 
G(b)= 
a b 
K )I 
c d ad-bc=l, aEO(K), bEb-‘, cEb, deO(K) 
I 
Choose /?EO(Z) such that (/?)=b. We define D[b] = {zeH((A 8!l)(z)~ 
D(b)). Then D[b] is the fundamental domain under (A s!t) G(b)(A i) = 
r(l, b). Note that since r(l, b) depends only on the ideal class [b], D[b] 
depends only on the ideal class [b]. 
Let & be the measure on H invariant under GL(2, R)r’ x GL(2, C)? i.e., 
dp is the product of the usual invariant factors on each factor. Let 
F(z) = (f(z, b)) and G(z) = (g(z, b)) be vector modular forms in M, with at 
least one being a cusp form. The Petersson inner product is defined to be 
W,G)=~ j- ‘S(zb)Pg(z,b)N(y)“Od~. 
[b] D[b] 
Following Ogg [7], define 
W-(z, b), g(z, b)) = 7-k b) Mz, b) WY”. 
Consider A = (T “,) E r( m, a, b). Using the properties of our automorphy 
factor J, 
Wlz, b), g(z, b))oA 
= ‘f(Az, b) Pg(Az, b) N(y ldet A( l~z+d(-*)~~ 
=‘(J(A,z)f(z,b)(A)PJ(A,~)g(z,b)lA)N(y)”~N((detAl (cz+dl-2)“0 
= tf(z, b)JA(‘J(A, z) PJ(A, z))g(z, b)lA N(y)““N((det Al l~z+dl-*)“~ 
= Wlz, b) I A, AZ, b) I A). 
In particular, if A E r( 1, 1, b), then 6 o A = S, and thus the Petersson inner 
product is defined independently of the choices of fundamental domains. 
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We need to show that the integrals in the Petersson inner product are 
finite. The following lemma is the key. For convenience, if a = (aJ and 
b = (bi) are two n-length vectors, let (a( > 161 represent the system of n 
inequalities lail > IbJ, 1 < i < n. 
LEMMA 2. For any z =x + yk E H and any [b), there exist c E O[b-‘1 
and dE O(K) and a constant y >O depending only on K such that 
y>y )cz+d12. 
Proof: The n desired inequalities will follow easily once we prove the 
following system of 2n inequalities: 
Express c = CT= r cimi and d = CT= r djnj where { ci>?= r is an integral basis 
for O[b-‘1 and {d,}~=, is an integral basis for O(K). Then we may con- 
sider the 2n linear forms in 2n variables {m,; nj} given by the n conjugates 
of Cy=, (c,x)m,+ ~~=I djnj and x7=, cjmj. We apply Minkowski’s 
theorem on linear forms (see Hecke [S; p. 1181). We need to choose y 
small, depending on the discriminant and degree of K. Then we can choose 
a nontrivial {m,; nj} satisfying the desired inequalities. This gives the 
desired c and d which conclude the proof of the lemma. 
Suppose we have z = x + yk E D[b] near a cusp. Let 8 be the greatest 
common divisor of c and d and suppose 8 E O[a]. Define c’ = c/O and 
d’=d/6, and find A=(;: $)~r(l, a, a2b). Then A(z) = x’ + y’k where 
y’ = y Icz + d( -2 2 y. Now f(z, b)) A-’ = B(a) f(z, a*b), and if f is a cusp 
form, S(z, a2b) dies exponentially near infinity. Translation matrices (h T) 
and unit matrices (8 ,,!, ) show that infinity is an isolated cusp. Since the 
set r(l, 1, b) has index h in UC., r 1, a, b), we conclude that D[b] has at ( 
most h cusps, and that f(z, b) has value zero at each cusp. Thus, the 
integrals in the Petersson inner product are finite whenever one of the 
forms is a cusp form. 
We now consider the action of the Hecke operators. 
THEOREM 4. Let F, GEM with at least one a cusp form. Then 
(Fl T(M), G) = s(m)<& Gl T(m)>. 
ProofI It is sufficient to consider m = X, a prime element. 
In Section 5, we chose a concrete constructive approach to Hecke 
operators, rather than the general double coset approach. But here it is 
convenient to use a different though equivalent set of coset representatives. 
Let K be a prime element. Consider R, = (R,[p]) with each R&V’] = 
4B-‘I(“, i’ ), and R,= (R,[B]) with each R,[fi-‘1 = ~I[fl-‘](~,” ‘$2). 
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Here UE O(K), the BE O(Z) ranges over all ideal classes [!?I, c( E O(Z) 
satisfies [a] = [nP2], (a&, z) = 1, and A[B] E I(l, B, /?). Let R’= C(n) 
((E “,)I. Then 
T(n)=N(n)-’ x(z) 
( 
R,+ c R, 
zt mod n !  
EN(~)-‘X(X) R,‘R’+ 
( 
c R,‘R’ . 
umodn > 
For u = rc or u = u mod xc, t;l R, is a modular form for the group 
f,=(A=(A[b])~r’leach A[b]r(h 7) modn}, and also for the con- 
jugate group R; ‘r, R,. Both of these groups have the same finite index n, 
in F, the intersection r,*= r, n R;‘T,R, has finite index n2n3 in r for 
some n3. Therefore, the fundamental domains D,*[b] for each r,*[b] 
consists of +q copies of D[b], the fundamental domains D,[b] for 
r,[b] consist of n2 copies of D[b], and finally R;‘[b] D,[rr- lb] 
are the fundamental domains for R;‘[b] r,[C’b] R,[x-‘b]. By the 
definition of vector matrix multiplication, R,,R,’ = I means that 
R,[z-lb] R,‘[b] = (A y). We now see that 
(F(:)l T(n), G> 
= :I s,,,, w-(z* 7l -%)I T(n, n-lb), g(=, b)) &
=I c j 6(f(z,n-’ b)l R,[a-‘b], g(z, b)) ctp 
p, t. D[bl 
=~,~~j~~b,6(/(‘.“b)lR,~C~-1bl, g:z>bb)41 
n 
= c c; jR ,Cb,D.Cn-,bl WIG n-‘b)lR,C~-‘bl, g(z, b)I& 
[bl L( I 
= ;, c : j, [n lb, u-(=3 7c 
-‘b)l R,.[n-‘b-J, g(z, b))e R,‘[b] dp 
” 
=&;jD, W(z, n-lb), dz, b)l R,‘[bI) d/l 
[b, r n x ‘bl 
=’ c;jD[n ‘,,, 
[b] t, r 
E(n)6(/iI,*-1b),p(ib)lR;1[blC(n)((~ s)))dp 
=dnKF, GI T(a)). 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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We see that the T(m) are almost Hermitian on the space of cusp forms; 
if (m) is principal, then T(m) is Hermitian. 
8. THE PRINCIPAL THEOREM 
If F is a vector modular form, the h different components are not 
independent. Having an ideal class character E already relates the various 
components, as this lemma shows. 
LEMMA 3. Let F(z)=(f(z, b)). S pp 24 ose that f(z, a)=0 for some [a]. 
Then f(z, a’) = 0 for all [a’] such that [aa’] is a square is the ideal class 
group. In particular, if the class number is odd, then F = 0. 
ProoJ: By definition, F(z)1 C(b) = c(b) F(z) for any [b]. From the 
definition of the slash operator, this says that f(z, a) 1 C(b)[a] = 
c(b) f(z, ab-‘). Using the hypothesis, f(z, abe2) = 0 for any [b], which 
concludes the proof. 
Relations among the h components of a form F are much stronger if F 
is an eigenform of some Hecke operators. Recall that we chose a basis 
(b, > b,, a.., b,} for the ideal class group with each bi= (bi) prime and 
brr = (zi) = (b?) principal. For any ideal a, there exist unique pi, 1 <pi < hi, 
with a ni br principal. Given a normalized eigenform FE M, the principal 
component f(z, 1) is an eigenform of the principal component of the Hecke 
operators T(m, l), for (m) principal. It is reasonable to ask if the principal 
component f (z, 1) determines the entire form F. Of course this cannot hold 
in general. But it could hold if the form is an eigenform of sufficiently many 
Hecke operators. In this section we will show that Hecke operators corre- 
sponding to principal ideals are sufficient to determine a vector modular 
eigenform. 
By Theorem l(c), Hecke operators of prime elements generate the entire 
Hecke algebra. If rc i and 7r2 are prime ideal numbers, F(z) ( T(n 1) T(Q 
is actually the h-length vector (f(z, nIn,b)l T(n,, n,n,b) T(z2, n2b)). 
Since T(a,) T(n,)= T(n,) T(n,), this equals (f(z, nIn2b)l T(z2, n,n,b) 
T(lr,, rrl b)). One can always determine the appropriate components of T 
from the definition of the slash operator; therefore, we may safely adopt the 
simplifying notation that we drop the second argument of the 
T-components. For instance, f(z, b) ( T(z,, b) T(x2, n; lb) will be 
abbreviated f(z, b)J T(n,) T(nz) and f(z, b)l T(R, b) T(n, n-lb)--. 
T(n zpp+‘b) will be written f(z, b) ( T(n)P. Similarly, for C(a) E r(l, a-‘), 
f(z,)b)( C(a) will be shorthand for f(z, b)) C(a)[b]. 
Suppose that f(z) were the principal component of a vector modular 
eigenform F(z) E M(J, E, x, W). If F(z) I T(bi) = y(b,) F(z) then f (z)) T(bi)ht = 
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y(bj)“‘f(z). Also, F(z)) T(bf) = (y(bi)’ - &(bi) N(bi)-‘) F(z), so if 
f(z)1 T(bf) T(bi)“-2=y”(bi)f(~) then E(bi)= ($“(bi)-y”(bi)} y’-“‘N(b,). 
Note that f(z)1 (t g) =x(q)f(z) for all q EU. These necessary conditions 
for the principal component of a vector modufar form suggest the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let f(z) be an n,-length vector of continuous complex- 
valued functions defined for z E H. Assume the following: 
(1) f(z) is “bounded near infinity” (as in Section 4). 
(2) f(z) 1 A =f(z) for all A E SL(2,O(K)). 
(3) f(z) has a Fourier expansion 
where W and the coefficients c have the growth bounds given in Section 3. 
(4) f(z)l(A i)=X(V)f(z)for al(qEU. 
(5) For each i, 1, 2, . . . . z, there exists a nonzero constant y’(b,) such 
that 
f(z) I WJP = Y’(bJ f (z). 
There also exists a nonzero constant y”(b;) such that 
f(z)/ T(b;) T(bJ”,- = y”(b,)f(z). 
Finally, there exists a branch of the h,th root such that 
E(bi) = {y’(b,) - y”(b,)} y’(bi)C2--hf)~hZ N(b,). 
(6) Zf 71 is any prime element such that [n ni bf’] is the principal 
class, then there exists a constant y’(x) such that 
f(z)/ T(x)fl T(b#‘l=y’(x)f(z)- 
Assuming these hypotheses, there exists a vector modular form 
FE M(J, E, K, W) whose principal component is f(z), and F is a simultaneous 
eigenform for all the Hecke operators. 
ProojI Using the hith root specified in hypothesis (5), let 
~(b~)=y’(b~)“~l, i= 1, . . . . t. Define 
f (z; PI, . . . . PT)= fi Y(bi)-“tf(z)l fJ T(bi)p” 
i=l r=I 
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If one replaces pi by pi = pi + qihi, any qi E Z, then using the commutativity 
of the Hecke operators, one sees that f(z; pi, . . . . p,) =f(z; p;, . . . . p:). We 
may therefore set f(z, b)= f(z; pl, . . . . p,) where [b-i] = [n;= i bpl], 
O<pi<hi. 
Define F(z) = (f (z, b)). Using hypothesis (2) and Theorem l(b), one 
easily shows that F(z)lA = F(z) for all A E E Hypothesis (3) says that F 
has unit group character x. We wish to show that F has ideal class charac- 
ter E. Fix b, for some index j, and consider any [b-‘1 = [n, b?]. Then 
f(z, b;b) 1 C(bj) = y(bj)* n y(bi)-Pl f(z) ( C(b,) T(bj)bl-2 T(b,)-‘1 j-j T(bi)? 
I I 
Combining hypothesis (5) with Theorem l(c), we deduce that 
f(z) i C(bj) T(bj)‘- * = { Y’(bj) - Y”(bj)) N(bj) f (2). 
Using this we may deduce that 
f(z, bjb) I C(bj) = E(bj) f(z, b), 
hence f has ideal class character E. 
We want to show that F is an eigenform for each T(n). Using hypothesis 
(6), define y(rc) = y’(rc) niy(boePf. Choose an arbitrary [b-r] = [n, by]. 
Then 
f(z, b) 1 T(n) = j-j y(b - i)-Y’f(~) ( T(x) n T(b - i)“’ 
=;I y(bi)-g’+P’n y(hi)“.)(i), T(n)n T(b,)“~ T(bi)qa-Pn 
I I I I 
=y(n) f(z, n-lb). 
Thus, F(z) I T(n) = y(n) F(z). 
Finally, given the Fourier expansion off(z), we may retrace the proof of 
Theorem 2 to see that F has the desired Fourier expansion. Therefore, F is 
in M which concludes the proof of the theorem. 
The hypotheses of this theorem seem to depend on ideal numbers. For 
example, in the Fourier expansion, we have used 6. But we only need ))61) 
which (up to [lq(( for some unit q) can be well defined in terms of a suitable 
power of the different. Also, if [n ni by J is principal, the principal compo- 
nent of T(X) ni T(bi)Pc can be expressed solely in terms of elements of 
O(K). We already noted this at the end of Section 4. Ideal numbers are not 
necessary to state results; their role is to allow us to express and prove all 
of our results in notation exactly paralleling the classical calculations. 
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